NUTS & BOLTS
(Continued from Page 80)

Let’s Make a Deal!
Seven tactics to create a happy ending.

Eldonna Lewis Fernandez—author of
Think Like a Negotiator and CEO of
Dynamic Vision International, a
company that helps individuals
hone negotiation skills—points out
these keys to successful bargaining.

4. Don’ t fear rejection. In

business, rejection is merely the
result of not presenting a viable
argument for receiving what
you wanted; the offer is
being rejected, not you, so
stay calm and recalibrate
your approach.

1. Negotiate using the right mindset. Be conﬁdent—a

trait you can project only if you’ve done your homework to
learn both the strongest motivations and likeliest objections
of the other party. Show your heart, which can make the
opposition less defensive and more open to your stipulations.

5. Never underestimate the power of silence. Have

you ever been oﬀered a product or service, and the seller kept
talking until she talked you out of the purchase? Get comfortable
with silence, and then your ability to win your argument, sell the
product or gain a concession will greatly increase.

2. Adopt the attitude that everything is negotiable.

A world of opportunity will greet you. Is something against
the rules? Then work to change them. Powerful negotiators
are rule-breakers.

6. Put the fi nal agreement in writing to eliminate
ambiguities. Even better, consult a contracts lawyer to

3. Go beyond networking meet-and-greets to
make real connections. Use casual conversation to

7. Carefully read any agreement or contract in full.

learn what people value in life, what annoys them, their
ethics, etc.

—Mary Vinnedge

review documents that require signatures.
This will allow you to conﬁrm previously agreed upon terms.
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Twelve Pillars

The Entrepreneur
Roller Coaster

This modern-day
parable will inspire
and challenge you.

Think you’re not ready to
start your own business?
Read this book.

by Jim Rohn and
Chris Widener

$9.00

by Darren Hardy

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

$29.95

by Stephen R. Covey

Experience one of the most impactful
business books ever written.

$17.00
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